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???????????????????fulfillment of basic needs???????????????
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of the very notion of development????????????????????????????????
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?A group of individuals or families that share certain values, services, institutions, interests, or geographic






???????????? Our society is a collection of communities. Each community consists of people
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?community work????????Alan Twelvetrees????" I will define community work as being



































































































??Sharmila Joshi, Dictionary of Development.??????????????????????
????A Brief History of Development???????????????????
http://www.infochangeindia.org/devp_dictionary_03.jsp
???????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? Gustavo Esteva, "Development", The Development Dictio-
nary, ed, Wolfgang Sachs, Zed Books, 1992. ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????











































?????????"Social Development encompasses a commitment to individual well-being and volunteerism, and
the opportunity for citizens to determine their own needs and to influence decisions which affect them. Social
development incorporates public concerns in developing social policy and economic initiatives."?envision.ca?
????????










???R.M. MacIver & C.H. Page, Society : An Introductory Analysis, The Macmillan Press LTD, 1950?p.9.




???????regional development?????Northeast China, Northeast China and North Korea????
?regions in Northeast Asia???????????????????????????????regional
development??????
???Robert D. Putnam, Making Democracy Work : Civic Traditions in Modern Italy, Princeton University Press,
1993, p.163. ??????? "Social Capital is the attitude? spirit and willingness of people to engage in
collective, civic activities. Over time?social capital builds what may be termed as social infrastructure, a key












??????????R.M. MacIver, op. cit., p.24.
????????????????????????????
